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Description

Title of Invention: DATASTORAGE SYSTEM AND MANAGEMENT
METHOD THEREFOR

Technical Field
[0001] The present invention relates to a computer system and its management method. For

example, the invention relates to: a computer system having a plurality of storage ap

paratuses for which a multitenancy-type management system is adopted; and a method

for managing such a computer system.

Background Art
[0002] There is a suggested computer system configured so that if a failure occurs in some

storage apparatus in the computer system where a plurality of storage apparatuses are

mutually connected via a network, a normal storage apparatus takes over input/output

requests from a host computer and storage apparatus function operation (hereinafter

sometimes referred to as the storage operation) from the storage apparatus where the

failure occurred (see Patent Literature 1).

[0003] In this case, if a failure occurs in a first storage apparatus among a plurality of

storage apparatuses, the input/output requests from a host computer and the storage

operation such as data processing and data migration can be continued at a normal

second storage apparatus.

[0004] Meanwhile, in a large-scale storage aggregate environment where, for example, a

plurality of companies or a plurality of departments share one storage apparatus, there

has recently been a need for a multitenancy-type management method for assigning an

administrator to each company or each department and having each administrator

manage the storage apparatuses as a storage apparatus management method in order to

reduce a burden on the administrators of the storage apparatuses.

Citation List

Patent Literature
[0005] PTL 1: Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open (Kokai) Publication No. 2009-217683

Summary of Invention

Technical Problem
[0006] If the method described in Patent Literature 1 is adopted for a computer system for

which the multitenancy-type management system is used, input/output requests from a

host computer and the storage operation between storage apparatuses can be taken

over, but resource access control information of an administrator cannot be taken over.

[0007] Specifically speaking, when executing volume migration processing online, the



resource access control information of the administrator is not a target to be taken over

according to the conventional technology described in Patent Literature 1. Therefore,

when operating the computer system for which the multitenancy-type management

system is adopted, even if an administrator of a migration source storage apparatus

attempts to continue operation management by using a migration destination storage

apparatus, they cannot recognize the correspondence relationship between the

migration source resource and the migration destination resource, which will cause the

administrator to select a wrong resource, resulting in cessation of their business and

business of others.

[0008] Specifically speaking, when two storage apparatuses in a plurality of storage ap

paratuses are migration source storage apparatuses and another storage apparatus is a

migration destination storage apparatus and data of volumes (migration source

volumes) managed by each migration source storage apparatus are migrated to

volumes of the migration destination storage apparatus (migration destination

volumes), each administrator who manages each migration source storage apparatus

can manage the migration destination volumes as operation targets.

[0009] However, if the correspondence relationship between the migration source volumes

(migration source resources) and the migration destination volumes (migration des

tination resources) is not associated with each administrator, each migration des

tination volume becomes an operation target of each administrator, so that each admin

istrator might operate the migration destination volumes of other administrators by

mistake. In this case, this will result in the cessation of their own business or business

of others.

[0010] Incidentally, under this circumstance, it is possible to adopt a method of manually al

locating the resources of the migration destination storage apparatus to each admin

istrator. However, if this method is adopted, resource distribution mistakes tend to

occur easily as the number of the resources or the number of the administrators

increases. Also, a burden on each administrator to distribute the resources will increase

and costs of distribution for the system will increase.

[001 1] The present invention was devised in light of the problems of the above-described

conventional technology and it is an object of the invention to provide a computer

system and its management method capable of appropriately allocating resources,

which have been migrated from the migration source storage apparatuses to the

migration destination storage apparatus, to each migration source user who manages

each migration source storage apparatus.

Solution to Problem
[0012] In order to achieve the above-described object, the present invention provides a



computer system wherein two storage apparatuses among a plurality of storage ap

paratuses are migration source storage apparatuses and another storage apparatus is a

migration destination storage apparatus, and data of each migration source volume of

each migration source storage apparatus is migrated via networks to each migration

destination volume of the migration destination storage apparatus, wherein on

condition that a migration setting is set to migrate the data of each migration source

volume to each migration destination volume, the host computer switches from each

network path connecting each migration source volume and the host computer to each

network path connecting each migration destination volume and the host computer,

and recognizes each migration destination volume as each migration source volume;

wherein the migration destination storage apparatus has a controller for sending or

receiving information to or from the host computer and managing each migration des

tination volume as an access target of the host computer; and wherein the controller

manages each migration destination volume by associating it with each migration

source storage apparatus and dividing the migration destination volumes into a

plurality of resource groups based on identification information for identifying each

migration source volume; manages a plurality of resources related to each migration

destination volume by associating them with each resource group; and manages each

migration destination volume and each resource belonging to each resource group as

operation targets to be allocated individually to each migration source user who uses

each migration source apparatus, and as operation targets over which only each

migration source user has operation authority.

Advantageous Effects of Invention
[0013] According to the present invention, resources migrated from the migration source

storage apparatuses to the migration destination storage apparatus can be appropriately

allocated to each migration source user who manages each migration source storage

apparatus.

Brief Description of Drawings
[0014] [fig. 1]Fig. 1 is an overall configuration diagram of a computer system for explaining

the concept of a first embodiment.

[fig.2]Fig. 2 is a block configuration diagram explaining the configuration of a host

computer.

[fig.3]Fig. 3 is a block configuration diagram explaining the configuration of a storage

apparatus.

[fig.4]Fig. 4 is a configuration diagram explaining the configuration of a local

memory.

[fig.5]Fig. 5 is a configuration diagram of a user account management table.



[fig.6]Fig. 6 is a configuration diagram of a user group management table.

[fig.7]Fig. 7 is a configuration diagram of an authority bitmap management table.

[fig.8]Fig. 8 is a configuration diagram of a role management table.

[fig.9]Fig. 9 is a configuration diagram of a session management table

[fig. 10]Fig. 10 is a configuration diagram of a resource group management table

[fig. 1l]Fig. 11 is a configuration diagram of a resource group configuration

management table.

[fig. 12]Fig. 12 is a configuration diagram of a default resource group ID management

table.

[fig.l3]Fig. 13 is a flowchart explaining login processing.

[fig.l4]Fig. 14 is a flowchart explaining the login processing.

[fig.l5]Fig. 15 is a flowchart explaining the login processing.

[fig.l6]Fig. 16 is a flowchart explaining the login processing.

[fig.l7]Fig. 17 is a flowchart explaining the login processing.

[fig.l8]Fig. 18 is a flowchart explaining user group creation processing.

[fig. 19]Fig. 19 is a flowchart explaining the user group creation processing.

[fig.20]Fig. 20 is a flowchart explaining processing of the first embodiment.

[fig.21]Fig. 2 1 is a flowchart explaining processing of process A.

[fig.22]Fig. 22 is a diagram showing a display example of a user account screen.

[fig.23]Fig. 23 is a diagram showing a display example of a resource group

management screen.

[fig.24]Fig. 24 is a diagram showing a display example of a role management screen.

[fig.25]Fig. 25 is a block diagram showing the overall configuration of a computer

system when a port is shared by resource groups.

[fig.26]Fig. 26 is a block configuration diagram showing the overall configuration of a

computer system when an external connection port is shared by resource groups.

[fig.27]Fig. 27 is a flowchart explaining actions of a second embodiment.

[fig.28]Fig. 28 is a flowchart explaining processing of process B.

[fig.29]Fig. 29 is a flowchart explaining the processing of process B.

[fig.30]Fig. 30 is a flowchart explaining the processing of process B.

[fig.31]Fig. 3 1 is a block configuration diagram of the computer system for explaining

a state where the processing according to the second embodiment has terminated.

[fig.32]Fig. 32 is a block configuration diagram of the computer system for explaining

the concept of when processing according to a third embodiment is executed after the

termination of the processing according to the second embodiment.

[fig.33]Fig. 33 is a block configuration diagram of the computer system for explaining

a state where the processing according to the second embodiment has terminated.

[fig.34]Fig. 34 is a block configuration diagram of the computer system for explaining



the concept of when the processing according to the third embodiment is executed after

the termination of the processing according to the second embodiment.

[fig.35]Fig. 35 is a schematic diagram explaining owner search processing.

[fig.36]Fig. 36 is a schematic diagram explaining the owner search result.

[fig.37]Fig. 37 is a configuration diagram of an access management table.

[fig.38]Fig. 38 is a configuration diagram of a group pattern list.

[fig.39]Fig. 39 is a flowchart explaining actions of the third embodiment.

[fig.40]Fig. 40 is a flowchart explaining processing of process C.

[fig.41]Fig. 4 1 is a flowchart explaining the processing of process C.

[fig.42]Fig. 42 is a flowchart explaining processing of process D.

Description of Embodiments
[00 15] First Embodiment

Fig. 1 shows an overall configuration diagram of a computer system for explaining

the concept of a first embodiment.

[0016] Referring to Fig. 1, a computer system 10 includes a host computer 12 and a plurality

of storage apparatuses 14, 16, 18 and the host computer 12 and each storage apparatus

14, 16, 18 are connected via a network 20.

[0017] The storage apparatus 14 is managed by an administrator 22, the storage apparatus 16

is managed by an administrator 24, and the storage apparatus 18 is managed by an ad

ministrator 26.

[0018] Under this circumstance, a volume (Vol) 28 of the storage apparatus 14 is provided,

as an access target of the host computer 12, from the storage apparatus 14 to the host

computer 12; and a volume (Vol) 30 of the storage apparatus 16 is provided, as an

access target of the host computer 12, from the storage apparatus 16 to the host

computer 12.

[0019] When executing online volume migration between the storage apparatus 14 and the

storage apparatus 18 by using an external connection function and a local copy

function, the storage apparatus 14 is configured as a migration source storage

apparatus, the storage apparatus 18 is configured as a migration destination storage

apparatus, the volume 28 of the migration source storage apparatus 14 is configured as

a migration source volume, a volume (Vol) 32 of the migration destination storage

apparatus 18 is configured as a migration destination volume, and data of the migration

source volume 28 is migrated to the migration destination volume 32.

[0020] On the other hand, when executing online volume migration between the storage

apparatus 16 and the storage apparatus 18 by using a remote copy function, the storage

apparatus 16 is configured as a migration source storage apparatus, the storage

apparatus 18 is configured as a migration destination storage apparatus, the volume 30



of the migration source storage apparatus 16 is configured as a migration source

volume, a volume (Vol) 34 of the migration destination storage apparatus is configured

as a migration destination volume, and data of the migration source volume 30 is

migrated to the migration destination volume 34.

[0021] Under this circumstance, the storage apparatus 18 has a SCSI inquiry ID conversion

function that is a function converting a globally unique identifier used by the host

computer 12 to identify each migration destination volume 32, 34, for example, a SCSI

(Small Computer System Interface) Inquiry ID (IDentifier), into an identifier of the

migration source volume 28, 30.

[0022] When the storage apparatus 18 converts the identifier of the migration destination

volume 32 into the identifier of the migration source volume 28 and converts the

identifier of the migration destination volume 34 into the identifier of the migration

source volume 30 by using the SCSI inquiry ID conversion function, the host computer

12 can identify the migration destination volume 32 as the migration source volume 28

and identify the migration destination volume 34 as the migration source volume 30.

[0023] Furthermore, the host computer 12 has a switching path function switching a network

path from the same volume without stopping applications. The host computer 12 can

convert, for example, a network path connecting the host computer 12 and the

migration source volume 28 to a network path connecting the host computer 12 and the

migration destination volume 32 and convert a network path connecting the host

computer 12 and the migration source volume 30 to a network path connecting the host

computer 12 and the migration destination volume 34 by using the switching path

function. Under this circumstance, for example, on condition that the administrator 26

sets a migration setting to migrate data of the migration source volumes 28, 30 to the

migration destination volumes 32, 34, the host computer 12 converts the network path

connecting the host computer 12 and the migration source volume 28 to the network

path connecting the host computer 12 and the migration destination volume 32 and

also converts the network path connecting the host computer 12 and the migration

source volume 30 to the network path connecting the host computer 12 and the

migration destination volume 34.

[0024] Therefore, the host computer 12 can use the switching path function and thereby

switch from I/O (Input/Output) to the migration source volume 28 to I/O to the

migration destination volume 32 without stopping the applications and switch from I/O

to the migration source volume 30 to I/O to the migration destination volume 34

without stopping the applications. The I/O migration herein means that, for example, II

O between the host computer 12 and the migration source volumes 28, 30 is switched

to I/O between the host computer 12 and the migration destination volumes 32, 34.

Furthermore, a state in which an online migration configuration is set (duplication



state) means a state in which, for example, the data of the migration source volumes

28, 30 correspond with the data of the migration destination volumes 32, 34 and I/O

processing is executed between the host computer 12 and the migration source

volumes 28, 30.

[0025] If the administrator 26 sets the online volume migration configuration by using the

management system 36 and then activates a migration support control program (not

shown in the drawing) belonging to the management system 36, a resource group

(hereinafter sometimes referred to as the migration destination resource groups) 38, 40

is formed for each migration source storage apparatus. Under this circumstance, there

is a means for keeping the migration support control program always resident and

having it detect the execution of setting of the online volume migration configuration

by the administrator 26 and forming the resource groups 38, 40.

[0026] The resource group 38 is constituted from the migration destination volume 32 and

resources related to the migration destination volume 32 (hereinafter sometimes

referred to as the related resources). The related resources includes, for example, a port

42 connected to the host computer 12, a host group 44 connected to the port 42, a

virtual volume (V-Vol) 46 connected to the host group 44 and the migration des

tination volume 32, and a parity group 48 connected to the migration destination

volume 32.

[0027] The resource group 40 is constituted from the migration destination volume 30 and

the related resources related to the migration destination volume. The related resources

includes, for example, a port 50 connected to the host computer 12, a host group 52

connected to the port 50 and the migration destination volume 34, and a parity group

54 connected to the migration destination volume 34.

[0028] After forming the resource groups 38, 40, the migration support control program

allocates the resource group 38 to the administrator 22 and allocates the resource group

40 to the administrator 24.

[0029] The administrator 22 can obtain information about configuration changes and the

operation status of the storage apparatus 18 via the management system 36 and the ad

ministrator 24 can obtain information about configuration changes and the operation

status of the storage apparatus 18 via the management system 36.

[0030] Under this circumstance, the migration support control program allocates the

resource group 38 in association with an administrator account, for example, a user ID,

to the administrator 22 and assigns a role (aggregate of the operation authorities) to the

administrator 22; and allocates the resource group 40 in association with an account

(user ID) of the administrator 24 to the administrator 24 and assigns a role to the ad

ministrator 24.

[0031] Therefore, the administrator 22 can manage, operate, and refer to only the resources



in the allocated resource group 38 within the range of the assigned operation au

thorities. The administrator 24 can manage, operate, and refer to only the resources in

the assigned resource group 40 within the range of the assigned operation authorities.

[0032] Consequently, even if the administrators 22, 24 continue operation management

business at the migration destination storage apparatus 18, they cannot operate the

resources of other administrators, so that they will not affect other businesses.

[0033] The host computer 12 is a computer device equipped with, for example, a processor

60, a memory 62, a file system 64, a switching path execution unit 66, a host bus

adapter (HBA) 68, a management port 70, an input device 72, and an output device 74

as shown in Fig. 2 and is composed of, for example, a personal computer, a

workstation, or a mainframe.

[0034] The memory 62 stores a business application 76 and a switching path program 78.

The switching path execution unit 64 is composed of a raw device 80 and the host bus

adapter 66 is composed of raw devices 82, 84 connected to the raw device 80. The raw

device 82 is connected to the migration source volume 28 or the migration source

volume 30 and the raw device 84 is connected to the migration destination volume 32

or the migration destination volume 34. The management port 68 is connected to the

management terminal 86.

[0035] The processor 60 has a function supervising and controlling the entire host computer

12 and executes various control processing by executing the business application 76 or

the switching path program 78 stored in the memory 62. For example, the processor 60

executes the business application 76, thereby issuing an access request, for example, a

read access request or a write access request to the storage apparatuses 14, 16, 18.

[0036] The memory 62 is used to store, for example, programs and is also used as a work

memory for the processor 60.

[0037] When the file system 66 is accessed, the raw devices 80, 82, 84 are used as devices

for reducing overhead by executing I/O (input/output) processing without executing

processing for copying data to a page cache (not shown in the drawing) once.

[0038] The switching path execution unit 66 has a function recognizing the network path to

the migration source volume 28, 30 as the network path to the migration destination

volume 30, 34 when the identifier of each migration destination volume 32, 34 is

changed to the identifier of the migration source volume 28, 30 by means of the SCSI

inquiry ID change function of the migration destination storage apparatus 18.

[0039] The host bus adapter 68 performs protocol control when communicating with the

storage apparatuses 14, 16, 18. As the host bus adapter 68 executes a protocol control

function, data and commands are sent and received between the host computer 12 and

each storage apparatus 14, 16, 18 according to, for example, Fibre Channel protocol.

[0040] The management port 70 functions as an interface for sending/receiving information



to/from the management terminal 86 and the host computer 12.

[0041] The input device 72 is constituted from, for example, a keyboard, a switch, a pointing

device, and a microphone. The output device 74 is constituted from, for example, a

monitor display and a speaker.

[0042] The storage apparatus 18 includes a plurality of storage devices 90 and a controller

92 for controlling data input to, and/or output from, each storage device 90 as shown in

Fig. 3.

[0043] Each storage device 90 is composed of, for example, a plurality of HDDs (Hard Disk

Drives) as storage devices. One or more storage devices 90 constitute one parity group

and one or more logical volumes, for example, volumes 32, 34, are defined in storage

areas provided by one or more parity groups. Data from the host computer 12 is stored

in blocks or files of specified size in any of the logical volumes. Incidentally, a unique

logical device number is assigned to each logical volume.

[0044] The controller 92 is constituted from one or more frontend packages 96, one or more

backend packages 98, one or more microprocessor packages 100, and one or more

cache memory packages 102, which are connected to each other via an internal

network 94, and the management system 36.

[0045] The frontend package 96 includes a plurality of host interfaces 104. Each host

interface 104 functions as an interface when communicating with the host computer

12; and includes one or more ports (not shown in the drawing). Each port is assigned a

unique address such as an IP (Internet Protocol) address or a WWN (World Wide

Name).

[0046] The backend package 98 includes a plurality of disk interfaces 106. Each disk

interface 106 functions as an interface when communicating with each storage device

90 and is connected to the storage device 90 via a communication cable such as a Fibre

Channel cable.

[0047] The microprocessor package 100 includes a plurality of microprocessors (MP) 108

and a local memory (LM) 112 connected to each microprocessor 108 via a bus 110.

The microprocessor 108 has a function supervising and controlling the entire storage

apparatus 18 and executes various processing based on a microprogram stored in the

local memory 112. For example, the microprocessor 108 receives a read request or a

write request from the host computer 12 via the host interface 104 of the frontend

package 96 and reads/writes data from/to the storage devices 90 via a designated disk

interface 106 in the backend package 98 based on the received read request or the write

request.

[0048] The local memory 112 stores, besides the microprogram, part of control information

stored in a control information memory 114 for the cache memory package 102

described below.



[0049] The cache memory package 102 includes the control information memory 114 and a

data cache memory 116, each of which is composed of one or more semiconductor

memories such as DRAM (Dynamic Random Access Memories). The control in

formation memory 114 stores configuration information of each storage device 90 and

control information necessary for various processing and the data cache memory 116

temporarily stores data which is read from, and/or written to, each storage device 90.

[0050] The management system 36 has a resource group management function managing

management target resources among resources (including physical resources and

logical resources) in the storage apparatus 18 by dividing the management target

resources into a plurality of resource groups. Under this circumstance, a role-based

access control system is adopted for the management system 36 as a system for con

trolling access to the administrator 26 in order to employ a multitenancy-type

management method.

[0051] Furthermore, the controller 92 for the storage apparatus 18 is equipped with a volume

virtualization function and an external connection function.

[0052] The volume virtualization function is a function providing virtual volumes to the host

computer 12 and dynamically allocating physical storage areas to the virtual volumes

according to the usage of the virtual volumes.

[0053] Under this circumstance, the storage apparatus 18 manages predetermined one or

more volumes as one pool volume; and if a write request is issued from the host

computer 12 to a virtual storage area, to which any physical storage area has not been

allocated yet, from among the virtual volumes, a physical storage area of a specified

unit is allocated from a pool volume associated with the relevant virtual volume to the

virtual storage area to which the write request was given. As a result, data to be read

from, or written to, the virtual storage area in the virtual volume will be read from, or

written to, the physical storage area thereafter.

[0054] The external connection function is a function providing the host computer 12 with

the volume 28 in the external storage apparatus, for example, the storage apparatus 14,

connected to a specified host interface 104 in the frontend package 96 as if it were the

volume 32 in its own storage apparatus 18. For example, the storage apparatus 18

manages the volume 28 in the storage apparatus 14 as an external volume and provides

the virtual volume 46 associated with the external volume 28 to the host computer 12.

[0055] Under this circumstance, if a read request or a write request is given by the host

computer 12 to a virtual volume, the microprocessor 108 generates a read request or a

write request by rewriting a read location of the read request or a write location of the

write request as an address in the external volume 28 and sends the generated read

request or write request to the storage apparatus 14. After receiving a response

(response command and read data) to the read request or the write request from the



storage apparatus 14, the microprocessor 108 transfers the received response command

and read data to the host computer 12.

[0056] The local memory 112 stores a device control program 200 for controlling various

devices in the storage apparatus 18 and system configuration information 202 in

dicating information about the system configuration of the entire storage apparatus 18

as well as the management system 36 including information about various programs

and tables as shown in Fig. 4.

[0057] The management system 36 includes an account management program 204, a user

access control program 206, a resource group control program 208, a migration support

control program 210, a user account management table 212, a user group management

table 214, an authority bitmap management table 216, a role management table 218, a

session management table 220, a resource group management table 222, a resource

group configuration management table 224, a default resource group management

table 226, and an access management table 230. Incidentally, the configuration of the

access management table 230 will be explained with respect to a third embodiment.

[0058] The account management program 204 is a program for managing an account of a

user, for example, an administrator. The user access control program 206 is a program

for executing processing (authorization processing) for authenticating and approving

users, for example, administrators, and controlling resources, which can be accessed by

the users, and the operation range. The resource group control program 208 is a

program having a function managing management target resources by dividing them

into resource groups. The migration support control program 210 is a program for

executing user access control information about volumes, to which the online volume

migration configuration is set, and their related resources, that is, assignment of roles

which are aggregates of resource groups and operation authorities.

[0059] The user account management table 212 is a table used to manage user groups UG to

which each user, for example, each administrator belongs; and is constructed from a

user ID column 212A and a user group (UG) ID column 212B as shown in Fig. 5. The

user ID column 212A stores a user ID of each registered user and the user group ID

column 212B stores a user group ID of a user group UG to which the relevant user

belongs.

[0060] For example, in the case of Fig. 5, a user whose ID is ST_ADMIN1 belongs to a user

group UG whose ID is UG01.

[0061] Incidentally, in this embodiment, the user can belong to a plurality of user groups

UG. So, when the user belongs to a plurality of user groups UG, the user group ID

column 212B stores a plurality of user group IDs.

[0062] The user group management table 214 is a table used to manage each user group UG

that is set by a user (administrator) who has the operation authority and is constructed



from a user group ID column 214A, a role column 214B, and a resource group column

214C as shown in Fig. 6.

[0063] The user group ID column 214A stores, for example, an identifier (user group ID) of

each user group UG defined in the storage apparatus 18; and the resource group

column 214C stores an identifier (resource group ID) of each resource group (RSG)

allocated to the relevant user group UG.

[0064] Furthermore, the role column 214B stores an identifier (role ID) of each role

assigned to the relevant user group UG. In this case, a plurality of roles can be assigned

to a user group UG. If a plurality of roles are assigned to a user group UG, the role

column 214B in the user group management table 214 stores the role IDs of all the

roles assigned to the relevant user group UG.

[0065] Accordingly, in the case of Fig. 6 for example, a role whose ID is ROLE7 and

resource groups RSG whose IDs are RSG0001, RSG002, RSG004, and RSG005 are

allocated to a user group UG whose ID is UG01.

[0066] Referring to Fig. 6, a role whose ID is ROLE14 assigned to a user group UG whose

ID is UG04 is the authority including all the authorities defined in Fig. 7 described

later. ALL_RSG allocated to this user group UG includes, for example, all the resource

groups RSG defined in the storage apparatus 18. Accordingly, a user belonging to the

user group UG whose ID is UG04 has all the authorities over all the management

target resources in the storage apparatus 18.

[0067] The authority bitmap management table 216 is a table used to manage predetermined

various authorities; and is constructed from a bit address column 216A and an

authority column 216B as shown in Fig. 7.

[0068] Each bit address column 216A stores a bit address when the bit address of each right-

end bit in an authority bitmap of the role management table 218 described later with

reference to Fig. 8 is set to 1; and the authority column 216B stores the authority as

sociated with the bit in the bit address.

[0069] Accordingly, Fig. 7 shows that, for example, a bit whose bit address in the authority

bitmap is 0 is associated with the authority described as View User Account In

formation, that is, the authority to be able to view user account information; and a bit

whose bit address in the authority bitmap is 9 is associated with the authority described

as Setting Host path, that is, the authority to be able to set a host path.

[0070] The role management table 218 is a table used to manage the roles which are set in

advance; and is constructed from a role ID column 218A, a role name column 218B,

and an authority bitmap column 218C as shown in Fig. 8.

[0071] The role ID column 2 18A stores an identifier (role ID) assigned to the relevant role;

and the role name column 218B stores the role name of each role defined in advance.

The authority bitmap column 218C stores an authority bitmap in which the authority



that can be executed by the user having the relevant role is described in a bitmap

format (a bitmap in which 1 represents the relevant user has the authority and 0

represents the relevant user does not have the authority).

[0072] In this embodiment, the authority bitmap consists of 18 bits. Each bit of the authority

bitmap is associated with any of the authorities registered in the authority bitmap

management table 216 (Fig. 7) according to each bit address as described above.

[0073] Therefore, Fig. 8 shows that, for example, a role whose role ID is ROLE7 and whose

name is PROVISIONING is constituted from the authority described as View

Resource Group information (bit address 4 = 1), the authority described as View

Elements information to view information of each resource in the corresponding

resource group RSG (bit address 6 = 1), and the authority described as Setting LDEV

from PG / External Volume / Pool to create a logical device from a parity group, an

external volume, or a pool volume (bit address 7 = 1).

[0074] The session management table 220 is a table used to manage a login session that

occurs when the user (administrator) connects their communication terminal device to

the management terminal 86 and logs into the storage apparatus 18. This session

management table 220 is constructed from a session ID column 220A, a user ID

column 220B, a host name / IP address column 220C, a login time column 220D, an

authority bitmap ID column 220E, and an allocated resource group ID bitmap column

220F as shown in Fig. 9.

[0075] The session ID column 220A stores a unique identifier (session ID) of the login

session, which is assigned to the login session; and the user ID column 220B stores an

identifier (user ID) of the relevant user (the administrator 26 who made the login) cor

responding to the login session.

[0076] The host name / IP address column 220C stores identification information (a host

name or an IP address of the communication terminal device) of the communication

terminal device used by the user (administrator 26) who made the login; and the login

time column 220D stores time when the login was made (login time).

[0077] Furthermore, the authority bitmap ID column 220E stores an identifier (role ID) of

the role assigned to the user group UG to which the relevant user (administrator 26)

belongs; and the allocated resource group ID bitmap column 220F stores a bitmap in

which 1 is set to a bit corresponding to the resource group ID of the resource group

RSG allocated to the relevant user (administrator 26) (hereinafter referred to as the

allocated resource group ID bitmap).

[0078] Each bit in the allocated resource group ID bitmap column 220F corresponds to any

of the resource group names registered in the resource group management table 222

described later.

[0079] Specifically speaking, a right-end bit of the allocated resource group ID bitmap



column 220F corresponds to the resource group name (RSGO) whose resource group

ID is 0000, and a bit adjacent to and immediately left to the right-end bit corresponds

to the resource group name (ST 1.87222) whose resource group ID is 0001, and a bit

adjacent to and immediately left to the above bit corresponds to the resource group

name (ST2. 11111) whose resource group ID is 0002.

[0080] Furthermore, the example in Fig. 9 shows that a login session whose session ID is

0000 corresponds to login that a user (administrator 26) whose ID is ADMIN 1 made at

2010/02/23. 11:25.55 by using a communication terminal device whose IP address

is 10. 10.23.22; and the role whose ID is ROLE1 and at least the resource group RSG

corresponding to the third bit form the left end of the allocated resource group ID

bitmap column 220F are allocated to that user.

[0081] The resource group management table 220 is a table used to manage the resource

group ID; and is constructed from a resource group ID column 222A and a resource

group name column 222B as shown in Fig. 10.

[0082] When a resource group RSG is created, the resource group ID column 222A stores

an identifier (resource group ID) for uniquely identifying the created resource group

RSG. When the relevant resource group RSG is created, the resource group name

column 222B stores information about a name of that resource group RSG.

[0083] Accordingly, in an example shown in Fig. 10, the resource group RSG to which 0000

is assigned as the resource group ID is managed as having a name RSGO.

[0084] The resource group configuration management table 224 is a table used to manage

the configuration of resource groups RSG created in the storage apparatus 18; and is

constructed from an ID column 224A, a resource ID column 224B, and a resource

group ID column 224C as shown in Fig. 11.

[0085] The ID column 224A stores a unique serial number assigned to each management

target resource in the storage apparatus 18. The resource ID column 224B stores an

identifier (resource ID) that is a serial number for each resource type, which is

assigned to the relevant resource; and the resource group ID column 224C stores an

identifier (resource group ID) of a resource group RSG to which the relevant resource

belongs.

[0086] Accordingly, an example in Fig. 11 shows that a resource whose resource ID is

LDEV#00000 is assigned a serial number 0x00000 as the resource ID of that resource

and belongs to a resource group RSG whose ID is 0000.

[0087] Incidentally, referring to Fig. 11, a resource whose resource ID includes a character

string LDEV, VDEV, HG, or PORT represents a logical device, virtual device, host

group, or port, respectively.

[0088] The default resource group management table 226 is a table used to manage the

resource groups defined as defaults (hereinafter referred to as the default resource



groups) RSG; and is constructed from an ID (default resource group ID) column 226A,

a default resource group name column 226B, a resource group ID column 226C, and

an authority bitmap column 226D as shown in Fig. 12.

[0089] The ID column 226A stores an identifier (hereinafter referred to as the default

resource group ID) assigned to the relevant default resource group RSG; and the

default resource group name column 226B stores a resource group name assigned to

the relevant default resource group RSG. The resource group ID column 226C stores a

resource group ID of the relevant default resource group RSG.

[0090] Furthermore, the authority bitmap column 226D stores an authority bitmap in which

a bit representing the authority necessary to operate (for example, create, change, or

delete) the relevant default resource group RSG is set to 1. Each bit of this authority

bitmap corresponds to any of the authorities registered in the authority bitmap

management table 216 described with reference to Fig. 7 according to its bit address.

[0091] For example, a bit whose bit address is 0 (right-end bit) corresponds to the authority

described as View User Account Information; a bit whose bit address is 1 (second bit

from the right end) corresponds to the authority described as Setting User Account In

formation; and a bit whose bit address is 17 (left-end bit) corresponds to the authority

described as Setting Port Attribute.

[0092] Accordingly, Fig. 12 shows that eight default resource groups RSG whose default

resource group IDs are D l to D8 and whose default RSG names are TARGET PORTs,

HOST VISIBLE LDEV NUMBERS, SOURCE LDEV NUMBERS, INITIATOR

PORTs, RCU TARGET PORTs, EXTERNAL PORTS, PARITY GROUPs, and

EXTERNAL VOLUMES are defined as defaults in the storage apparatus 18. Fig. 12

also shows that, for example, the authority described as Setting Host Path to set a host

path is required in order to operate the default resource group RSG called TARGET

PORTs.

[0093] Incidentally, if a plurality of bits in the authority bitmap are set to 1 and the owner

has one authority from among the authorities corresponding to each bit which is set to

1, the relevant default resource group RSG can be operated. So, Fig. 12 shows that, for

example, in order to operate the default resource group RSG (whose resource group ID

is RSG0003) whose default RSG name is SOURCE LDEV NUMBERS and which is

an aggregate of logical devices constituting a pool, any of the following authorities are

required: the authority called View Resource Group information corresponding to the

fifth bit from the right end of the authority bitmap; the authority called View Elements

Information corresponding to the seventh bit from the right end of the authority

bitmap; and the authority called Setting LDEV from PG / External Volume / Pool cor

responding to the eighth bit from the right end of the authority bitmap.

[0094] (Login Processing)



Next, login processing according to this embodiment will be explained with reference

to flowcharts in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14.

[0095] After starting operation of the storage apparatus 18, this processing is executed by a

server program (not shown in the drawing) of the management terminal 86 and the user

access control program 206 of the storage apparatus 18 when the administrator 26

operates the communication terminal device connected to the management terminal 86

and logs into the storage apparatus 18.

[0096] When the administrator 26 operates the communication terminal device connected to

the management terminal 86 and requests login by entering a user ID and password

(PWD) of the administrator 26, the server program starts the login processing. The

server program obtains the user ID and password entered by the administrator 26 (SI 1)

and sends the obtained user ID and password to the user access control program 206

(512) .

[0097] After receiving the user ID and the password sent from the management terminal 86

(513) , the user access control program 206 compares a combination of a user ID and a

password, which are managed in advance for each user, with the combination of the

user ID and password received in step S13 and thereby judges whether the com

bination of the user ID and password received in step S13 is correct or not (S14).

[0098] If a negative judgment is returned in step S14, the user access control program 206

proceeds to processing in step S19; and if an affirmative judgment is returned, the user

access control program 206 creates a login session ID for that login (S15). Incidentally,

in this embodiment, a serial number is assigned as this login session ID. If there is an

unused number in already assigned login session IDs, that unused number will be used

as a login session ID for new login.

[0099] Next, the user access control program 206 searches the user account management

table 212 (Fig. 5) for the user group UG, to which the administrator 26 belongs, and

also searches the user group management table 214 (Fig. 6) for the resource group

RSG allocated to that user group UG, and creates an allocated resource group ID

bitmap (see the allocated resource group ID bitmap column 220F in the session

management table 220 in Fig. 9) for the administrator 26 based on the above search

result (S 16).

[0100] Subsequently, the user access control program 206 searches the user group

management table 214 (Fig. 6) for the role assigned to the user group UG, to which the

administrator 26 belongs, refers to the role management table 218 (Fig. 8) based on the

above search result, searches for the roles assigned to that user group UG, and creates

an authority bitmap based on the search result (S17).

[0101] Then, the user access control program 206 adds a new entry (row) to the session

management table 220 (Fig. 9) (SI 8).



[0102] Under this circumstance, the user access control program 206 secures a new entry

(row) in the session management table 220 and stores, for example, the created login

session ID, the received user ID, the IP address of the host computer 12, and login time

indicating time when, for example, the user ID was received, in the secured entry.

[0103] Furthermore, the user access control program 206 stores the role IDs of all the

detected roles in the authority bitmap ID column 220E of the new entry in the session

management table 220 and also stores the allocated resource group ID bitmap created

in step S16 in the allocated resource ID bitmap column 220F.

[0104] Subsequently, the user access control program 206 creates a login result message in

dicating whether the login was successful or not (S19) and sends the created login

result message to the communication terminal device connected to the management

terminal 86 (S20), thereby terminating the processing in this routine.

[0105] Incidentally, the login result message includes the login session ID; and when the ad

ministrator 26 who requested the login was authenticated in the authentication result

step S14, that is, when the login was successful, the login session ID created in step

S15 is stored as the login session ID in the login result message. On the other hand, if

the administrator 26 was not authenticated and the login failed, null is stored as the

login session ID.

[0106] Meanwhile, when receiving the login result message sent from the user access

control program 206 (S21), the server program extracts the login session ID included

in the login result message and judges whether the extracted login session ID is null or

not (S22).

[0107] If an affirmative judgment is returned in step S22, the server program creates a login

message of the login failure (S23), has the communication terminal device connected

to the management terminal 86 display the created login message (S26), and thereby

terminates the processing in this routine.

[0108] On the other hand, if a negative judgment is returned in step S22, the server program

stores the login session ID extracted from the login result message (S24), creates a

login message of the login success (S25), has the communication terminal device

connected to the management terminal 86 display the created login message (S26), and

then thereby terminates the processing in this routine.

[0109] (Access Control Processing)

Next, access control processing will be explained with reference to flowcharts in Fig.

15, Fig. 16, and Fig. 17. This processing is to check whether or not access is made to

an object designated by a request message.

[01 10] Firstly, the server program obtains a request message from the management terminal

86 (S31) and analyzes the obtained request message (S32). For example, the server

program extracts operation requested by the administrator 26, analyzes the operation



content of the administrator, and judges whether the authority to execute the operation

content of the administrator exists or not.

[0111] Next, the server program starts processing of loop 1 (S33), extracts a resource

included in the request message, obtains the resource ID of the extracted resource as X

(S34), and sends a notice request to obtain the resource group ID for the resource

whose resource ID is X, to the resource group control program 208 (S35).

[01 12] After receiving the notice request from the server program (S36), the resource group

control program 208 refers to the resource group configuration management table 224,

searches for the resource group ID of the resource whose resource ID is X (S37), and

sends the resource group ID of the resource, whose resource ID is X, to the server

program as the above search result (S38).

[0113] Meanwhile, after receiving the resource group ID of the resource, whose resource ID

is X, from the resource group control program 208, the server program obtains the

received resource group ID as Y (S39), refers to the session management table 220,

using Y as the session ID, and judges whether Y is included in the allocated resource

group ID bitmap or not (S40).

[0114] If a negative judgment is returned in step S40, the server program displays that the

user who sent the request message cannot access the resource X (S41), thereby ter

minating the processing in this routine.

[0115] If an affirmative judgment is returned in step S40, the server program recognizes that

the user has the access authority, and terminates the processing of loop 1 (S42). The

server program then refers to the request message, obtains a process A execution

request (S43) and judges, based on the obtained execution request, whether or not the

user, for example, the login session request message sender, is a user who can execute

process A designated by the request message (S44).

[0116] If a negative judgment is returned in step S44, the server program displays that the

user cannot execute the processing of process A (S45), thereby terminating the

processing in this routine.

[01 17] On the other hand, if an affirmative judgment is returned in step S44, the server

program recognizes the user as a user who can execute the processing of process A,

and executes the processing of process A (S46), thereby terminating the processing in

this routine.

[0118] As the processing of process A, for example, processing for sending the request

message to the control program is executed.

[01 19] (User Group Creation Processing)

Next, the user group creation processing will be explained with reference to

flowcharts in Fig. 18 and Fig. 19.

[0120] This processing is executed at the beginning before starting the operation of the



storage apparatus 18 or after starting the operation of the storage apparatus 18 when

the administrator 26 having the operation authority operates the communication

terminal device connected to the management terminal 86 and gives an instruction to

create a new user group UG and a user group creation command is given from the

server program of the management terminal 86 to the account management program

204 of the storage apparatus 18 in accordance with the above instruction.

[0121] Firstly, when the administrator 206 having the operation authority operates the com

munication terminal device connected to the management terminal 86 and designates a

group name (user group ID) of the new user group UG and roles to be assigned to the

user group UG, the account management program 204 obtains the designated group

name of the user group UG and the roles to be assigned to that user group UG (S51).

[0122] Under this circumstance, the account management program 204 adds a new entry

(row) to the user group management table 214 and stores a new user group ID that is

specific to the new user group UG in the added entry.

[0123] Next, the account management program 204 assigns a plurality of roles to the new

user group UG created in step S52 (S53).

[0124] For example, the account management program 204 stores, for example, the role IDs

of the roles designated by the administrator 26 in the newly added entry of the user

group management table 214.

[0125] Next, the account management program 204 obtains an authority bitmap as P I for the

newly created user group UG (S54). For example, the account management program

204 obtains an authority bitmap P I of the roles assigned to the user group UG from the

role management table 218.

[0126] Next, the account management program 204 starts processing of loop 2 (S55), selects

one default resource group, obtains the default resource group ID of the selected

default resource group as D (S56), refers to the default resource group management

table 226 based on the obtained D (default resource group ID), and obtains an authority

bitmap P2 of the selected default resource group D (S57).

[0127] Subsequently, the account management program 204 compares the authority bitmap

P I obtained in step S54 with the authority bitmap P2 obtained in step S57 and judges

whether any of the authority bits is 1 or not (S58).

[0128] If a negative judgment is returned in step S58, the account management program 204

proceeds to processing in step S60 and terminates the processing of loop 2, thereby ter

minating the processing in this routine.

[0129] On the other hand, if an affirmative judgment is returned in step S58, the account

management program 204 assigns D obtained in step S57 to the new user group UG

and executes the processing of loop 2 on all the default resource groups; and if the

processing on all the default resource groups terminates, the account management



program 204 terminates the processing of loop 2 (S60), thereby terminating the

processing in this routine.

[0130] Incidentally, if a plurality of bits which are set to 1 exist in the authority bitmap P2

and if at least one of the bits in the authority bitmap P I corresponding to the above-

mentioned bits is set to 1, the account management program 204 obtains an affirmative

judgment result in step S58.

[0131] If the above-described processing is executed, all the default resource groups RSG

which can be operated by the roles assigned to that user group UG (all the default

resource groups RSG which can be operated within the range of the operation au

thorities assigned to the user group UG) will be allocated to the new user group UG.

[0132] (Volume Migration Support Processing)

Next, volume migration support processing will be explained with reference to a

flowchart in Fig. 20.

[0133] This processing is started by the migration support control program 210 when a

request from the administrator 26 is made or some kind of setting operation is

performed on the storage apparatus 18, on condition that the online volume migration

processing is executed.

[0134] Firstly, the migration support control program 210 refers to the control information

stored in the local memory 112, obtains an LDEV list existing in the storage apparatus

18 as an array LDEV[], and sets the number of LDEVs to N (S71).

[0135] Next, the migration support control program 210 starts processing of loop 3 se

quentially from the top to the Nth of the array LDEV (S72), and judges whether the

SCSI inquiry ID which is the identifier used by the host computer 12 to identify the

relevant LDEV is changed or not (S73).

[0136] If a negative judgment is returned in step S73, the migration support control program

210 proceeds to step S75 and terminates the processing of loop 3; and if an affirmative

judgment is returned in step S73, the migration support control program 210 executes

processing for setting a resource group as the processing of process A (S74), and then

terminates the processing of loop 3 (S75).

[0137] If in step S73, for example, data of the migration source volume 28 shown in Fig. 1

has been migrated to the migration destination volume 32 and data of the migration

source volume 30 has been migrated to the migration destination volume 34, it is de

termined that the ID of the migration destination volume 32 is changed to the ID of the

migration source volume 28 and the ID of the migration destination volume 34 is

changed to the ID of the migration source volume 30.

[0138] If the processing of process A in step S74 is executed, for example, the resource

group 38 whose name is a device identifier (for example, a device name and a serial

number) of the migration source storage apparatus 14, and the resource group whose



name is a device identifier (for example, a device name and a serial number) of the

migration source storage apparatus 16 are constructed.

[0139] After the termination of the processing of loop 3, the migration support control

program 210 executes processing for displaying information about the created resource

groups to the administrator 26 (S76) and then terminates the processing in this routine.

[0140] (Processing of Process A)

Next, the processing of process A will be explained with reference to a flowchart in

Fig. 21.

[0141] This processing is the specific content of step S74 in Fig. 20.

[0142] Firstly, the migration support control program 210 obtains identifier L (for example,

a product name and a serial number) of the migration source storage apparatus 14, 16

from the SCSI inquiry ID of LDEV[i] (S81) and judges whether a migration des

tination resource group whose name is the obtained identifier L exists or not (S82).

[0143] If an affirmative judgment is returned in step S82, the migration support control

program 210 determines that the migration destination resource group whose name is

the already obtained identifier L exists; and proceeds to processing in step S84. If a

negative judgment is returned in step S82, the migration support control program 210

creates a migration destination resource group whose name is the identifier L (S83).

For example, the resource group 38 shown in Fig. 1 is created as the migration des

tination resource group with the name L in, for example, the local memory 112.

[0144] Next, the migration support control program 210 extracts LDEV[i] from the default

resource group and migrates it to the migration destination resource group (S84).

[0145] Then, the migration support control program 210 detects a plurality of resources

related to LDEV[i] (S85) and migrates the plurality of detected resources to the

migration destination resource group (S86), thereby terminating the processing in this

routine.

[0146] Specifically speaking, if the migration support control program 210 extracts, for

example, the migration destination volume 32 shown in Fig. 1 as LDEV[i], it migrates

the migration destination volume 32 to the resource group 38; and if the migration

support control program 210 detects the port 42, the host group 44, the virtual volume

46, and the parity group 48 as the resources (related resources) related to the migration

destination volume 32, it migrates these resources to the resource group 38 and

manages each resource, together with the migration destination volume 32, as a

resource belonging to the resource group 38. Migration of the migration destination

volume 32 and its related resources to the resource group 38 herein means to change

the resource group ID of the resource configuration management table 224 to the

migration destination resource group ID.

[0147] Furthermore, if the migration support control program 210 creates the resource group



40 as a migration destination resource group whose name is identifier C in step S83, it

migrates the migration destination volume 34 to the resource group 40; and if the

migration support control program 210 detects the port 50, the host group 52, and the

parity group 54 as the resources related to the migration destination volume 34, it

migrates these resource to the resource group 40 and manages each resource, together

with the migration destination volume 34, as a resource belonging to the resource

group 40. Migration of the migration destination volume 34 and its related resources to

the resource group 40 herein means to change the resource group ID of the resource

configuration management table 224 to the migration destination resource group ID.

[0148] Subsequently, the migration support control program 210 allocates the resource

group 38 to the administrator 22 and allocates the resource group 40 to the admin

istrator 24.

[0149] Under this circumstance as the processing result of the migration support control

program 210, the controller 92 manages each migration destination volume 32, 34 and

each resource belonging to each resource group 38, 40 as operation targets to be

allocated individually to each administrator (migration source user) 22, 24 who uses

the migration source storage apparatus 14, 16, and as operation targets over which only

each administrator 22, 24 has the operation authority.

[0150] Consequently, even if the administrator 22 continues a business activity to operate

the resource group 38 as business activities at the storage apparatus 18 and the admin

istrator 24 continues a business activity to operate the resource group 40 as business

activities at the storage apparatus 18, each administrator 22, 24 cannot operate the

resources of other administrators. So, it is possible to prevent the operations by the ad

ministrator 22 or the administrator 24 from affecting the businesses of other admin

istrators.

[0151] Next, Fig. 22 shows a display example of a user account management screen.

[0152] Referring to Fig. 22, a user account management screen 300 includes a display area

for operating resource group selection 302 and a display area for operating user group

selection 304.

[0153] The display area for operating the resource group selection 302 displays a resource

group ID 306, a resource group name 308, and an allocated user group ID 310. Under

this circumstance, the administrator can select one resource group to allocate; and

when operating an RSG (resource group) management button 312, the details of the

selected resource group are displayed on a detailed screen (see Fig. 23).

[0154] The display area for operating the user group selection 304 displays a user group ID

314, a role 316, and a user ID 318.

[0155] The administrator can select a user group(s) by operating a role management button

320. Under this circumstance, the administrator can select one or more user groups to



be allocated to the resource group selected by the RSG (resource group) management

button 312. If an execution button 322 is operated, the selected content will be

registered; and if a cancellation button 324 is operated, for example, the content

selected by the role management button 320 will be canceled. Furthermore, the admin

istrator can rearrange the content displayed in the user ID 318 in alphabetical order by

operating an ascending order button 326.

[0156] Next, Fig. 23 shows a display example of a resource group management screen.

[0157] Referring to Fig. 23, a resource group management screen 400 displays the resource

group ID 306 and the resource group name 308 selected by the RSG (resource group)

management button 312, and a resource list 402 indicating a list of resources belonging

to the displayed resource group ID 306.

[0158] The resource list 402 displays a port 404, a host group 406, an LDEV 408, a parity

group 410, and an external group 412. These items can be selected arbitrarily.

[0159] A resource to be migrated to other resource groups 414 is displayed below the

resource list 402. The resource to be migrated to other resource groups 414 displays a

migration destination resource group ID 416. In this case, this area displays that a

resource selected from the resource list 402, for example, a host group is to be

migrated to a resource group selected in the migration destination RSG ID 416, for

example, RSG1. This migration is started by operating an execution button 418. Inci

dentally, if a return button 420 is operated, the screen returns to the user account screen

300.

[0160] Next, Fig. 24 shows a display example of a role management screen.

[0161] Referring to Fig. 24, a role management screen 500 includes a display area for

displaying a user group ID 502 and a display area for displaying a role list 504.

[0162] The display area for displaying the user group ID 502 displays the ID of an admin

istrator belonging to a user group, for example, the user group UG1.

[0163] The display area for displaying the role list 504 displays a plurality of role IDs 506

and a plurality of role names 508 corresponding to a plurality of selection areas.

[0164] Under this circumstance, a role(s) selected by the administrator will be assigned to

the user group displayed in the user group ID 502. Incidentally, a selection number is

inserted into a selection area of the role list 504 with respect to an already assigned

role. The selected role(s) will be assigned to the user group by the administrator by

operating an execution button 510. Incidentally, if the administrator operates a return

button 512, the previous screen will be displayed.

[0165] According to this embodiment, even if the administrator 22 continues the business

activity to operate the resource group 38 as business activities at the storage apparatus

18 and the administrator 24 continues the business activity to operate the resource

group 40 as business activities at the storage apparatus 18, each administrator 22, 24



cannot operate the resources of other administrators. So, it is possible to prevent the

operations by the administrator 22 or the administrator 24 from affecting the

businesses of other administrators.

[0166] Also, according to this embodiment, the resources migrated from the migration

source storage apparatus 14, 16 to the migration destination storage apparatus 18 can

be appropriately allocated to the administrator (migration source user) 22, 24 who

manages each migration source storage apparatus 14, 16.

[0167] Furthermore, since this embodiment is designed to automatically execute the

processing for creating each resource group 38, 40 based on the ID of the migration

source volume 28, 30 and the processing for distributing the resources belonging to

each resource group 38, 40, the resources can be appropriately allocated to the admin

istrators (migration source user) 22, 24 without distribution mistakes and a burden on

the distributors (administrators) can be reduced.

[0168] (Second Embodiment)

This embodiment is an example of a case where the migration source storage ap

paratuses 14, 16 share a resource of the migration destination storage apparatus 18, and

each storage apparatus is constructed from the same elements as in the first em

bodiment. Fig. 25 shows a case where the storage apparatuses 14, 16 share a copy port;

and Fig. 26 shows a case where the storage apparatuses 14, 16 share an external

connection port.

[0169] Referring to Fig. 25, when the migration source storage apparatus 14 and the

migration source storage apparatus 16 share a copy port 120 and if the volume

migration processing is executed, data of the migration source volume 28 is migrated

via the copy port 120 to the migration destination volume 32 and data of the migration

source volume 30 is migrated via the copy port 120 to the migration destination

volume 34.

[0170] Under this circumstance, if the resource group 38 to be allocated to the administrator

22 is created in the same manner as in the first embodiment, the resource group 38 is

constituted from, for example, the port 42, the host group 44, the migration destination

volume 32, the parity group 48, and the copy port 120. Furthermore, if the resource

group 40 to be allocated to the administrator 24 is created, the resource group 40 is

constituted from, for example, the port 50, the host group 52, the migration destination

volume 34, the parity group 54, and the copy port 120.

[0171] If processing for, for example, migrating the copy port 120 to the resource group 38

as the resource belonging to the resource group 38 and then migrating the copy port

120 to the resource group 40 as the resource belonging to the resource group 40 is

executed under the above-described circumstance, the copy port 120 which is the

shared resource will be processed as the resource belonging to only the resource group



40 and be exclusively owned by the resource group 40.

[0172] On the contrary, if processing for migrating the copy port 120 to the resource group

40 as the resource belonging to the resource group 40 and then migrating the copy port

120 to the resource group 38 as the resource belonging to the resource group 38 is

executed, the copy port 120 which is the shared resource will be processed as the

resource belonging to only the resource group 38 and be exclusively owned by the

resource group 38.

[0173] So, this embodiment is designed in order to prevent the copy port 120, which is the

shared resource, from being exclusively owned by the resource group 38 or the

resource group 40, so that the shared resource is managed by associating it with the

resource group 38 or the resource group 40, a shared resource group 122 for sorting the

shared resource into the resource group 38 or the resource group 40 is formed in, for

example, the local memory 112 based on, for example, the identifiers of the migration

source volumes 28, 30, and the copy port 120 is managed by using the shared resource

group 122.

[0174] Then, the resource group 38 and the shared resource group 122 are allocated to the

administrator 22 and the resource group 40 and the shared resource group 122 are

allocated to the administrator 24. As a result, it is possible to prevent the copy port

120, which is the shared resource, from being exclusively owned by the resource group

38 or the resource group 40.

[0175] Referring to Fig. 26, when the migration source storage apparatus 14 and the

migration source storage apparatus 16 share an external connection port 130 and if the

volume migration processing is executed, data of the migration source volume 28 is

migrated via the external connection port 130 to the migration destination volume 32

and data of the migration source volume 30 is migrated via the external connection

port 130 to the migration destination volume 34.

[0176] Under this circumstance, if the resource group 38 to be allocated to the administrator

22 is created in the same manner as in the first embodiment, the resource group 38 is

constituted from, for example, the port 42, the host group 44, the migration destination

volume 32, the parity group 48, the virtual volume 46, an external connection group

132, and the external connection port 130. Furthermore, if the resource group 40 to be

allocated to the administrator 24 is created, the resource group 40 is constituted from,

for example, the port 50, the host group 52, the migration destination volume 34, the

parity group 54, a virtual volume 134, an external connection group 136, and the

external connection port 130.

[0177] If processing for, for example, migrating the external connection port 130 to the

resource group 38 as the resource belonging to the resource group 38 and then

migrating the external connection port 130 to the resource group 40 as the resource



belonging to the resource group 40 is executed under the above-described c ir

cumstance, the external connection port 130 which is the shared resource will be

processed as the resource belonging to only the resource group 40 and be exclusively

owned by the resource group 40.

[0178] On the contrary, if processing for migrating the external connection port 130 to the

resource group 40 as the resource belonging to the resource group 40 and then

migrating the external connection port 130 to the resource group 38 as the resource

belonging to the resource group 38 is executed, the external connection port 130 which

is the shared resource will be processed as the resource belonging to only the resource

group 38 and be exclusively owned by the resource group 38.

[0179] So, this embodiment is designed in order to prevent the external connection port 130,

which is the shared resource, from being exclusively owned by the resource group 38

or the resource group 40, so that the shared resource (external connection port 130) is

managed by associating it with the resource group 38 or the resource group 40, a

shared resource group 138 for sorting the shared resource into the resource group 38 or

the resource group 40 is formed in, for example, the local memory 112 based on, for

example, the identifiers of the migration source volumes 28, 30, and the external

connection port 130 is managed by using the shared resource group 138.

[0180] Then, the resource group 38 and the shared resource group 138 are allocated to the

administrator 22 and the resource group 40 and the shared resource group 138 are

allocated to the administrator 24. As a result, it is possible to prevent the external

connection port 130, which is the shared resource, from being exclusively owned by

the resource group 38 or the resource group 40.

[0181] Next, processing according to this embodiment will be explained with reference to a

flowchart in Fig. 27.

[0182] Since the difference between the processing according to this embodiment and the

first embodiment is only the processing of process A, the processing of process A will

be explained. During this process A, processing for migrating the shared resource,

which is shared by the administrator 22A and the administrator 22B in the migration

destination storage apparatus 18, to the shared resource group is executed when con

solidating the migration source volumes 28, 30 as the migration destination volumes

32, 34.

[0183] Firstly, the migration support control program 210 obtains L as an identifier (product

name and serial number) of the migration source storage apparatus 14, 16 based on the

SCSI inquiry ID of LDEV[i] (S91) and judges whether a migration destination

resource group whose name is the obtained identifier L exists or not (S92).

[0184] If an affirmative judgment is returned in step S92, the migration support control

program 210 determines that the migration destination resource group whose name is



the obtained identifier L already exists; then proceeds to processing in step S94. If a

negative judgment is returned in step S92, the migration support control program 210

creates a migration destination resource group whose name is the identifier L (S93).

For example, the migration support control program 210 creates the resource group 38

as the migration destination resource group whose name is the identifier L.

[0185] Next, the migration support control program 210 extracts LDEV[i] from the default

resource group and migrates it to the migration destination resource group (S94).

[0186] For example, the migration support control program 210 migrates the migration des

tination volume 32 as LDEV[i] to the resource group 38 and migrates the migration

destination volume to the resource group 40.

[0187] Subsequently, the migration support control program 210 executes, as processing of

process B, processing for creating a shared resource group, for example, the shared

resource group 122 or the shared resource group 138, and migrating the shared

resource (the copy port 120 or the external connection port 130) to the shared resource

group (S95), thereby terminating the processing in this routine.

[0188] Next, the processing of process B will be explained with reference to flowcharts in

Fig. 28, Fig. 29, and Fig. 30.

[0189] This processing is the specific content of step S95 in Fig. 27.

[0190] Firstly, the migration support control program 210 detects resources related to

LDEV[i] based on the control information (S101). For example, if LDEV[i] is the

migration destination volume 32, the migration support control program 210 detects

the port 42, the host group 44, the parity group 48, and the copy port 120 as the

resources related to the migration destination volume 32; and if LDEV[i] is the

migration destination volume 34, the migration support control program 210 detects

the port 50, the host group 52, the parity group 54, and the copy port 120 as the

resources related to the migration destination volume 34.

[0191] Next, the migration support control program 210 creates RS[] that is a resource list of

the detected resources (S102).

[0192] Under this circumstance, the migration support control program 210 sets the number

of the detected resources to M and executes processing of loop 4 on all the resources in

the resource list (S103).

[0193] Next, the migration support control program 210 judges whether the detected

resources belong to the default resource group or not (S104). If a negative judgment is

returned in step S104, the migration support control program 210 judges whether the

detected resource RS[j] exists in the migration destination resource group or not

(S105).

[0194] On the other, if an affirmative judgment is returned in step S104, the migration

support control program 210 migrates the detected resources from the default resource



group to the migration destination resource group (S106), then proceeds to processing

in step SI 14, and thereby terminates the processing of loop 4.

[0195] Under this circumstance, if the resource group 38 is created as the migration des

tination resource group whose name is L, the resources including the port 42, the host

group 44, and the parity group 48 are migrated to the resource group 38.

[0196] If an affirmative judgment is returned in step S105, the migration support control

program 210 determines that the detected resource RS[j] already exists in the migration

destination resource group; and terminates the processing of loop 4 (SI 14) and also

terminates the processing in this routine. If a negative judgment is returned in step

S105, the migration support control program 210 judges whether or not the detected

resource RS[j] belongs to the migration destination resource group whose name is L

(S107).

[0197] If an affirmative judgment is returned in step S107, the migration support control

program 210 terminates the processing of loop 4 (S 114). If a negative judgment is

returned, the migration support control program 210 obtains C as the resource group

name of the detected resources (the name of the resource group in which the detected

resources are currently stored) (S108).

[0198] Next, the migration support control program 210 judges whether the shared resource

group whose name is C, L exist or not (S109).

[0199] For example, if the name of the migration source storage apparatus 14 is L and the

name of the migration source storage apparatus 16 is C, the migration support control

program 210 judges whether the shared resource group 120 whose name is C, L exists

or not.

[0200] If an affirmative judgment is returned in step S109, the migration support control

program 210 proceeds to processing in step Sill; and if a negative judgment is

returned, the migration support control program 210 creates the shared resource group

whose name is C, L (SI 10), migrates the detected shared resources to the shared

resource group whose name is C, L (SI 11), and sets account information (SI 12).

[0201] For example, if the resource group 38 is created as the resource group whose name is

L and the resource group 40 is created as the resource group whose name is C and the

shared resource group 122 is created as the shared resource group whose name is C, L,

the resources including the port 42, the host group 44, and the parity group 48 as the

resources related to the migration destination volume 32 are migrated to the migration

destination resource group 38, the resources including the port 50, the host group 52,

and the parity group 54 as the resources related to the migration destination volume 34

are migrated to the resource group 40, and the copy port 120 as the shared resource is

migrated to the shared resource group 122.

[0202] Next, the migration support control program 210 updates the session management



table 220 (SI 13) and terminates the processing of loop 4 and the processing in this

routine.

[0203] In step SI 13, the migration support control program 210 changes a bit corresponding

to the shared resource group including C, L in its name to 1 with respect to a session

for which a bit corresponding to the resource group whose name is C is 1, in the

allocated resource group ID bitmap of currently existing sessions.

[0204] Then, the migration support control program 210 allocates the migration destination

resource group 38 and the shared resource group 122 to the administrator 22 and

allocates the migration destination resource group 40 and the shared resource group

122 to the administrator 24.

[0205] According to this embodiment, it is possible to prevent the shared resource 120 from

being exclusively owned by the resource group 38 or the resource group 40 and appro

priately allocate the resources, which have been migrated from the migration source

storage apparatuses 14, 16 to the migration destination storage apparatus 18, to the ad

ministrators (migration source users) 22, 24.

[0206] (Third Embodiment)

This embodiment is an example of a case where a single migration source storage

apparatus is managed by a plurality of administrators; and each storage apparatus is

constituted from the same elements as those in the first embodiment.

[0207] Fig. 3 1 shows a conceptual diagram of a case where the migration source storage

apparatus 14 is managed by a plurality of administrators 22A, 22B, respectively.

[0208] Referring to Fig. 31, the administrator 22A, whose operation target is a migration

source volume 28A, and the administrator 22B, whose operation target is a migration

source volume 28B, are located in the storage apparatus 14; and a port 150, a parity

group 152, and a copy port 154 are connected to the migration source volume 28A, and

the copy port 154, a port 156, and a parity group 158 are connected to the migration

source volume 28B. When the volume migration is executed in the above-described

environment, data of the migration source volume 28A is migrated via the copy port

154 and the copy port 120 to a migration destination volume 32A and data of the

migration source volume 28B is migrated via the copy ports 154, 120 to a migration

destination volume 32B.

[0209] If the processing according to the second embodiment is executed in the storage ap

paratuses 14, 18 under the above-described circumstance, the migration destination

resource group 38 whose name is L and the shared resource group 122 whose name is

C, L are formed in the storage apparatus 18.

[0210] If the resources related to the migration destination volume 32A are constituted from

a port 42A, a parity group 48A, and the copy port 120 and the resources related to the

migration destination volume 32B are constituted from a port 42B, a parity group 48B,



and the copy port 120, the migration destination resource group 38 whose name is L is

constituted from the ports 42A, 42B, the migration destination volumes 32A, 32B, and

the parity groups 48A, 48B, and a shared resource group 122 is composed of the copy

port 120 as the shared resource shared by the storage apparatuses 14, 16.

[021 1] The migration destination resource group 38 and the shared resource group 122 are

allocated to the administrator 22A and the migration destination resource group 38 and

the shared resource group 122 are allocated to the administrator 22B.

[0212] Specifically speaking, the resources which each administrator 22A, 22B is in charge

of are allocated to the administrators 22A, 22B, and the resources which each admin

istrator 22A, 22B is not in charge of are also allocated to the administrators 22A, 22B.

[0213] Therefore, in this embodiment as shown in Fig. 32, when creating the migration des

tination resource group, the administrator IDs of the administrators 22A, 22B are

obtained from the migration source storage apparatus 14 and a plurality of user-based

migration destination resource groups are created in accordance with a combination

pattern of each obtained administrator ID (identification information for identifying the

administrator).

[0214] For example, the resource group 38A whose name is L I is created as a user-based

migration destination resource group corresponding to the administrator 22A and the

resource group 38B whose name is L2 is created as a user-based migration destination

resource group corresponding to the administrator 22B. Furthermore, the copy port 120

which is the shared resource between the storage apparatuses 14, 16 is managed in a s

sociation with the resource group 38A or the resource group 38B, and a shared

resource group 160 whose name is C, L is created as a shared resource group for

sorting the copy port 120 to the resource group 38A or the resource group 38B based

on, for example, the identifiers of the migration source volumes 28A, 28B.

[0215] Subsequently, the migration destination volume 32A is migrated to the migration

destination resource group 38A; and the port 42A and the parity group 48A are

migrated as the resources related to the migration destination volume 32A, thereby

constituting the resource group 38A.

[0216] Similarly, the migration destination volume 32B is migrated to the migration des

tination resource group 38B; and the port 42B and the parity group 48B are migrated

as the resources related to the migration destination volume 32B, thereby constituting

the resource group 38B.

[0217] Furthermore, the copy port 120 is migrated to the shared resource group 160, thereby

constituting the shared resource group 160.

[0218] Then, the user-based migration destination resource group 38A and the shared

resource group 160 are allocated to the administrator 22A; and the user-based

migration destination resource group 38B and the shared resource group 160 are



allocated to the administrator 22B.

[0219] As a result, only the resources which each administrator 22A, 22B is in charge of are

allocated to the administrators 22A, 22B.

[0220] Next, Fig. 33 shows an example of a case where the migration source storage

apparatus 14 is managed by the two administrators 22A, 22B and the shared resource

exists in the migration destination resource group 38 created at the migration des

tination storage apparatus 18.

[0221] Referring to Fig. 33, the administrator 22A, whose operation target is the migration

source volume 28A, and the administrator 22B, whose operation target is the migration

source volume 28B, are located in the storage apparatus 14; and the port 150, the parity

group 152, and the copy port 154 are connected to the migration source volume 28A,

and the copy port 154, the port 156, and the parity group 158 are connected to the

migration source volume 28B. When the volume migration is executed in the above-

described environment, data of the migration source volume 28A is migrated via the

copy port 154 and the copy port 120 to the migration destination volume 32A and data

of the migration source volume 28B is migrated via the copy ports 154, 120 to the

migration destination volume 32B.

[0222] If the processing according to the second embodiment is executed in the storage ap

paratuses 14, 18 under the above-described circumstance, the migration destination

resource group 38 whose name is L and the shared resource group 122 whose name is

C, L are formed in the storage apparatus 18.

[0223] Now, for example, if the resources related to the migration destination volume 32A

are constituted from the port 42A and a pool 162 and the resources related to the

migration destination volume 32B are constituted from the port 42B and the pool 162,

and the shared resource is composed of the copy port 120, the migration destination

resource group 38 whose name is L is constituted from the ports 42A, 42B, the

migration destination volumes 32A, 32B, and the pool 162, and the shared resource

group 122 whose name is C, L is composed of the copy port 120.

[0224] Then, the migration destination resource group 38 and the shared resource group 122

are allocated to the administrator 22A and the migration destination resource group 38

and the shared resource group 122 are allocated to the administrator 22B.

[0225] Specifically speaking, the resources which each administrator 22A, 22B is in charge

of are allocated to the administrators 22A, 22B, and also the resources which each ad

ministrator 22A, 22B is not in charge of are also allocated to the administrators 22A,

22B.

[0226] Therefore, in this embodiment as shown in Fig. 34, when creating the migration des

tination resource group, the administrator IDs of the administrators 22A, 22B are

obtained from the migration source storage apparatus 14 and a plurality of user-based



migration destination resource groups are created in accordance with a combination

pattern of each obtained administrator ID.

[0227] For example, a resource group 38C whose name is L I is created as a user-based

migration destination resource group corresponding to the administrator 22A and a

resource group 38D whose name is L2 is created as a user-based migration destination

resource group corresponding to the administrator 22B.

[0228] Furthermore, the pool 162 which is a shared resource between the resource groups

38C, 38D is managed in association with the resource group 38C or the resource group

38D, and a shared resource group 164 whose name is L3 is created as a shared

resource group for sorting the pool 162 to the resource group 38C or the resource

group 38D based on, for example, the identifiers of the migration source volumes 28A,

28B.

[0229] Furthermore, the copy port 120 which is the shared resource between the storage ap

paratuses 14, 16 is managed in association with the resource group 38C or the resource

group 38D, and a shared resource group 166 whose name is C, L is created as a shared

resource group for sorting the copy port 120 to the resource group 38C or the resource

group 38D based on, for example, the identifiers of the migration source volumes 28A,

28B.

[0230] Subsequently, the migration destination volume 32A is migrated to the migration

destination resource group 38C; and the port 42A is migrated as the resource related to

the migration destination volume 32A, thereby constituting the resource group 38C.

[0231] Similarly, the migration destination volume 32B is migrated to the migration des

tination resource group 38D; and the port 42B is migrated as the resource related to the

migration destination volume 32B, thereby constituting the resource group 38D.

[0232] Furthermore, the pool 162 is migrated to the shared resource group 164 to constitute

the shared resource group 164; and the copy port 120 is migrated to the shared

resource group 166 to constitute the shared resource group 166.

[0233] Then, the user-based migration destination resource group 38A and the shared

resource groups 164, 166 as operation targets are allocated to the administrator 22A;

and the user-based migration destination resource group 38B and the shared resource

groups 164, 166 as operation targets are allocated to the administrator 22B.

[0234] As a result, only the resources which each administrator 22A, 22B is in charge of are

allocated to the administrators 22A, 22B.

[0235] Next, processing for deciding an owner of the resources will be explained with

reference to a schematic diagram in Fig. 35.

[0236] When creating a migration destination resource group in the storage apparatus 18,

processing for inquiring of the migration source storage apparatus 14 for the owner of

each resource in consideration of, for example, the fact that the migration source



storage apparatus 14 is managed by the plurality of administrators 22A, 22B.

[0237] For example, when creating the migration destination resource groups 38, 40 shown

in Fig. 26, it is possible to divide the resources into a plurality of tiers and classify

owners for each tier. Under this circumstance, each resource can be hierarchized into a

visible port 600, a host group 602, a LUN 604, a visible LDEV 606, a virtual element

608, a invisible LDEV 610, a source element 612, and an invisible port 64.

[0238] Now, if processing is started on the external connection group 132 by setting an

owner as a when the administrator 22A is the owner, setting an owner as b when the

administrator 22B is the owner, and setting an owner as c when another administrator

is the owner, an owner of a resource 620 corresponding to the external connection

volume 132 becomes a and an owner of a resource 622 corresponding to the virtual

volume 46 becomes a. Subsequently, if the processing is started on an upper tier than

the resource 620, an owner of an element 624 belonging to the LUN 604 becomes a, an

owner of a resource 626 belonging to the host group 602 becomes a, and an owner of a

resource 628 belonging to the visible port 600 becomes a.

[0239] Furthermore, if the processing is started on a lower tier than the resource 620, an

owner of an element 630 belonging to the virtual element 608 becomes a, an owner of

a resource 632 belonging to the source element 612 becomes a, and an owner of a

resource 634 belonging to the invisible port 614 becomes a.

[0240] Furthermore, an owner of a pool 636 belonging to the virtual element 608 becomes a,

and an owner of each resource 638, 640, 642, 644 which is allocated to the pool 636

and belongs to the invisible LDEV 610 becomes a. An owner of each resource 646,

648 belonging to the source element 612 becomes a.

[0241] On the other hand, if the processing is started on a resource 650 corresponding to the

external volume 136, an owner of the resource 650 becomes b and an owner of a

resource 652 corresponding to the virtual volume 134 becomes b.

[0242] Subsequently, if the processing is started on an upper tier than the resource 650, an

owner of an element 654 belonging to the LUN 604 becomes b, an owner of a resource

656 belonging to the host group 602 becomes b, and an owner of a resource 658

belonging to the visible port 600 becomes b.

[0243] Furthermore, if the processing is started on a lower tier than the resource 650, an

owner of an element 660 belonging to the virtual element 608 becomes b, an owner of

the resource 632 belonging to the source element 612 becomes b, and an owner of the

resource 634 belonging to the invisible port 614 becomes b.

[0244] Furthermore, an owner of the pool 636 becomes b, and an owner of each resource

638 to 644 belonging to the invisible LDEV 610 becomes b, and an owner of each

resource 646, 648 belonging to the source element 612 becomes b. Incidentally, the

resource 634 belonging to the invisible port 614 also belongs to another administrator,



so its owner becomes c.

[0245] As a result of the above-described processing, it is possible to form a resource group

670 corresponding to owner a, a resource group 672 corresponding to owner b, a

resource group 674 corresponding to owner a, b, and a resource group 676 corre

sponding to owner a, b, c as shown in Fig. 36.

[0246] Next, Fig. 37 shows a configuration diagram of the access management table 230.

[0247] Referring to Fig. 37, the access management table 230 is constructed from a resource

ID column 230A, a resource type column 230B, a current owner column 230C, a new

owner column 230D, and a group pattern ID column 230E.

[0248] An entry of the resource ID column 230A stores information about the identifier for

uniquely identifying the relevant resource, for example, CLA-1.

[0249] An entry of the resource type column 230B stores information about the type of the

relevant resource, for example, VISIBLE PORT indicating a visible port.

[0250] An entry of the current owner column 230C stores information indicating a current

owner of each resource, for example, a, b.

[0251] The new owner column 230D stores information about a new owner, for example, a,

when the relevant resource is allocated to the new owner.

[0252] An entry of the group pattern ID column 230E stores information about an identifier

for classifying owners into a plurality of combination patterns, for example, PI.

[0253] Next, Fig. 38 shows a configuration diagram of a group pattern list.

[0254] Referring to Fig. 38, a group pattern list 232 is constructed from a group pattern ID

column 232A, an owner column 232B, a resource group ID column 232C, and a

resource group name column 232D.

[0255] An entry of the group pattern ID column 232A stores information about an identifier

of the relevant group pattern, for example, PI, P2, P3, P4.

[0256] An entry of the owner column 232B stores information about an owner corre

sponding to the group pattern ID. For example, a is stored as the name of the owner

corresponding to the group pattern PI.

[0257] An entry of the resource group ID column 232C stores information about an

identifier of the relevant resource group, for example, 1.

[0258] An entry of the resource group name column 232D stores information about the

relevant resource group name. For example, MODEL.SERIAL. 1 is stored as the

resource group name corresponding to the group pattern ID PI.

[0259] Next, processing according to this embodiment will be explained with reference to a

flowchart in Fig. 39. This processing is processing executed after completing the

processing according to the first embodiment or the second embodiment.

[0260] Firstly, the migration support control program 210 obtains ST as the identifier ID of

the migration source storage apparatus 14, which is input by the administrator 22A or



the administrator 22B (S121); and judges whether a migration destination resource

group whose name is the identifier ST exists or not (S122).

[0261] If a negative judgment is returned in step S122, the migration support control

program 210 determines that the migration destination resource group whose name is

the identifier ST does not exist; and executes exception processing (S123), thereby ter

minating the processing in this routine.

[0262] On the other hand, if an affirmative judgment is returned in step S122, the migration

support control program 210 registers all the resources in the detected migration des

tination resource group in the access management table 230 as processing of process C

(S124).

[0263] Under this circumstance, the migration support control program 210 registers an ad

ministrator (user group), to whom the migration destination resource group in which

the resources registered in the access management table 230 is to be allocated, as an

owner in the new owner column 230D of the access management table 230.

[0264] Furthermore, the migration support control program 210 extracts an LDEV (for

example, the migration destination volume 32A), whose SCSI inquiry ID is changed,

as identification information for identifying the owner from the detected migration des

tination resource group, obtains the owner of a migration source LDEV (for example,

the migration source volume 28A) of the extracted LDEV from the migration source

storage apparatus 14, and registers the obtained owner in an owner list X.

[0265] Furthermore, the migration support control program 210 registers the owner of the

extracted LDEV in the new owner column 230D of the access management table 230

as the owner of the migration source LDEV obtained from the migration source

storage apparatus 14.

[0266] Furthermore, the migration support control program 210 detects a resource related to

the extracted LDEV based on the control information and registers the owner of the

detected resource as the owner of the extracted LDEV in the new owner column 230D

of the access management table 230.

[0267] Next, the migration support control program 210 executes, as processing of process

D, processing for dividing the resource group, whose name is the identifier ST, into

plurality of migration destination resource groups (S125).

[0268] For example, the migration support control program 210 refers to the new owner

column 230D of the access management table 230; calculates group patterns; executes

processing for setting, for example, a group in which a is registered as a new owner to

PI, a group in which b is registered as a new owner to P2, a group in which a, b is

registered as a new owner to P3, and a group in which a, b, c is registered as a new

owner to P4; and then displays resource group information as the processing result of

process D (S126), thereby terminating the processing in this routine.



[0269] Next, the processing of process C will be explained with reference to flowcharts in

Fig. 40 and Fig. 41.

[0270] Firstly, the migration support control program 210 initializes the access management

table 230 (S131),

[0271] Next, the migration support control program 210 creates, as an array LDEV[], a list

of LDEVs whose SCSI inquiry IDs are changed, from the migration destination

resource group whose name includes the identifier ST of the migration source storage

apparatus 14 (SI 32).

[0272] Under this circumstance, the migration support control program 210 starts processing

of loop 5 sequentially from the top of the array LDEV to the U-th LDEV when the

number of LDEVs is U (S133).

[0273] Next, the migration support control program 210 obtains owner X of the migration

source LDEV from the migration source storage apparatus 14 (SI 34) and registers the

obtained owner X as the owner of the extracted LDEV in the new owner column 230D

of the access management table 230 (S135).

[0274] Subsequently, the migration support control program 210 extracts resources related

to the extracted LDEV[p] based on the control information and creates a list of the

extracted resources as a resource array [] (S136).

[0275] Under this circumstance, the migration support control program 210 executes

processing of loop 6 from the top of the resource array to the R-th resource when the

number of the resources is R (S137).

[0276] Next, the migration support control program 210 recognizes the owner of the

extracted resources as the owner of LDEV[p] and registers it in the new owner column

230D of the access management table 230 (S138), then terminates the processing of

loop 6 (S139), then terminates the processing of loop 5 (S140), and then terminates the

processing in this routine.

[0277] Next, the processing of process D will be explained with reference to a flowchart in

Fig. 42.

[0278] The migration support control program 210 refers to the access management table

230, compares the current owner with the new owner, and registers an owner com

bination pattern in the group pattern ID column 232A of the group pattern list 232

(5151) .

[0279] Subsequently, the migration support control program 210 refers to the owner column

232B of the group pattern list 232 and creates a migration destination resource group

(5152) .

[0280] Under this circumstance, if a migration destination resource group allocated only to

all the owners registered in the owner column 232B exists, the migration support

control program 210 registers the resource group ID and the resource group name of



the migration destination resource group in the group pattern list 232 and uses the

existing one.

[0281] Subsequently, the migration support control program 210 refers to the owner column

232B of the group pattern list 232 and the new owner column 230D of the access

management table 230 and migrates the resource of the new owner to the migration

destination resource group (S153).

[0282] Then, the migration support control program 210 allocates the migration destination

resource group, which is registered in the group pattern list 232, to the administrator or

the user group of the new owner (S154), thereby terminating the processing in this

routine.

[0283] According to this embodiment, the user-based migration destination resource group

and the shared resource group are allocated as the operation targets to the admin

istrators 22A, 22B. So, it is possible to allocate only the resources, which each admin

istrator 22A, 22B is in charge of, to the administrators 22A, 22B.

[0284] Furthermore, even if resource access control is performed in each migration source

storage apparatus 14, 16, this resource access control will not be passed directly to the

migration destination storage apparatus 18 and it is possible to prevent the admin

istrators 22A, 22B from accessing the resources, which they are not in charge of,

according to this embodiment.

[0285] Incidentally, the present invention is not limited to the aforementioned embodiments,

and includes various variations. For example, the aforementioned embodiments have

been described in detail in order to explain the invention in an easily comprehensible

manner and are not necessarily limited to those having all the configurations explained

above. Furthermore, part of the configuration of a certain embodiment can be replaced

with the configuration of another embodiment and the configuration of another em

bodiment can be added to the configuration of a certain embodiment. Also, part of the

configuration of each embodiment can be deleted, or added to, or replaced with, the

configuration of another configuration.

[0286] Furthermore, part or all of the aforementioned configurations, functions, processing

units, processing means, and so on may be realized by hardware by, for example,

designing them in integrated circuits. Also, each of the aforementioned configurations,

functions, and so on may be realized by software by processors interpreting and

executing programs for realizing each of the functions. Information such as programs,

tables, and files for realizing each of the functions may be recorded and retained in

memories, storage devices such as hard disks and SSDs (Solid State Drives), or storage

media such as IC (Integrated Circuit) cards, SD (Secure Digital) memory cards, and

DVDs (Digital Versatile Discs).



Reference Signs List
10 Computer system

12 Host computer

14, 16 Migration source storage apparatuses

18 Migration destination storage apparatus

20 Network

22, 24, 26 Administrators

28, 30 Migration source volumes

32, 34 Migration destination volumes

36 Management system

38, 40 Resource groups

90 Storage devices

92 Controller

96 Frontend package

98 Backend package

100 Microprocessor package

102 Cache memory package

200 Device control program

202 System configuration information

204 Account management table

206 User access control program

208 Resource group control program

210 Migration support control program

212 User account management table

214 User group management table

216 Authority bitmap management table

218 Role management table

220 Session management table

222 Resource group management table

224 Resource group configuration management table

226 Default resource management table

230 Access management table

232 Group pattern list
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Claims
[Claim 1] A computer system comprising a plurality of storage apparatuses

having one or more storage devices, and a host computer for sending or

receiving information to or from each storage apparatus via networks,

wherein two storage apparatuses among the plurality of storage ap

paratuses are migration source storage apparatuses and another storage

apparatus is a migration destination storage apparatus, and data of a

plurality of migration source volumes of each migration source storage

apparatus is migrated via the networks to a plurality of migration des

tination volumes of the migration destination storage apparatus,

wherein on condition that a migration setting is set to migrate the data

of each migration source volume to each migration destination volume,

the host computer switches from a plurality of network paths

connecting each migration source volume and the host computer to a

plurality of network paths connecting each migration destination

volume and the host computer, and recognizes each migration des

tination volume as each migration source volume;

wherein the migration destination storage apparatus has a controller for

sending or receiving information to or from the host computer and

managing each migration destination volume as an access target of the

host computer; and

wherein the controller manages each migration destination volume by

associating it with each migration source storage apparatus and

dividing the migration destination volumes into a plurality of resource

groups based on identification information for identifying each

migration source volume; manages a plurality of resources related to

each migration destination volume by associating them with each

resource group; and manages each migration destination volume and

each resource belonging to each resource group as operation targets to

be allocated individually to each migration source user who uses each

migration source apparatus, and as operation targets over which only

each migration source user has operation authority.

[Claim 2] The computer system according to claim 1, wherein if the plurality of

migration destination volumes which are migration destination volumes

belonging to any of the resource groups and are migrated from one of

the two migration source storage apparatuses exist, the controller

creates a plurality of user-based migration destination resource groups
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corresponding to a plurality of migration source users, for which each

of the plurality of migration source volumes that are migration sources

of the plurality of migration destination volumes is an operation target,

as migration destination resource groups for managing the plurality of

migration destination volumes; and manages each migration destination

volume by associating it with each user-based migration destination

resource group.

[Claim 3] The computer system according to claim 2, wherein when creating each

user-based migration destination resource group corresponding to each

migration source user, the controller obtains identification information

for identifying each migration source user as an owner from one of the

migration source storage apparatuses and creates each user-based

migration destination resource group by associating it with each

migration source user based on the obtained identification information.

[Claim 4] The computer system according to claim 3, wherein the controller

manages the plurality of resources related to each migration destination

volume migrated from one of the migration source storage apparatuses

by associating them with each user-based resource group; manages

each migration destination volume and each resource belonging to each

user-based resource group as operation targets to be allocated indi

vidually to each migration source user who uses that one of the

migration source storage apparatuses, and as operation targets over

which only each migration source user has operation authority.

[Claim 5] The computer system according to claim 1, wherein if a shared

resource that is shared by each resource group exists in the plurality of

resources related to each migration destination volume, the controller

manages the shared resource as a resource group different from the

plurality of resource groups by associating the shared resource with

each resource group; creates a shared resource group for sorting the

shared resource into each resource group; manages the shared resource

by using the shared resource group; and manages the shared resource

group as an operation target to be allocated individually to each

migration source user.

[Claim 6] A computer system comprising a plurality of storage apparatuses

having one or more storage devices, and a host computer for sending or

receiving information to or from each storage apparatus via networks,

wherein two storage apparatuses among the plurality of storage ap

paratuses are migration source storage apparatuses and another storage
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apparatus is a migration destination storage apparatus, and data of a

plurality of migration source volumes of each migration source storage

apparatus is migrated via the networks to a plurality of migration des

tination volumes of the migration destination storage apparatus,

wherein on condition that a migration setting is set to migrate the data

of each migration source volume to each migration destination volume,

the host computer switches from a plurality of network paths

connecting each migration source volume and the host computer to a

plurality of network paths connecting each migration destination

volume and the host computer, and recognizes each migration des

tination volume as each migration source volume;

wherein the migration destination storage apparatus has a controller for

sending or receiving information to or from the host computer and

managing each migration destination volume as an access target of the

host computer; and

wherein the controller manages each migration destination volume by

associating it with each migration source storage apparatus and

dividing the migration destination volumes into a plurality of resource

groups based on identification information for identifying each

migration source volume; manages a plurality of resources related to

each migration destination volume by associating them with each

resource group; and manages each migration destination volume and

each resource belonging to each resource group as operation targets to

be allocated individually to each migration source user who uses each

migration source apparatus, and as operation targets over which only

each migration source user has operation authority; and if a shared

resource that is shared by each migration source storage apparatus

exists in the plurality of resources related to each migration destination

volume, the controller manages the shared resource as a resource group

different from the plurality of resource groups by associating the shared

resource with each resource group; creates a shared resource group for

sorting the shared resource into each resource group; manages the

shared resource by using the shared resource group; and manages the

shared resource group as an operation target to be allocated indi

vidually to each migration source user.

[Claim 7] The computer system according to claim 6, wherein if a shared

resource that is shared by each resource group exists in the plurality of

resources related to each migration destination volume, the controller
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manages the shared resource as a resource group different from the

plurality of resource groups by associating the shared resource with

each resource group; creates a shared resource group for sorting the

shared resource into each resource group; manages the shared resource

by using the shared resource group; and manages the shared resource

group as an operation target to be allocated individually to each

migration source user.

[Claim 8] A method for managing a computer system including a plurality of

storage apparatuses having one or more storage devices, and a host

computer for sending or receiving information to or from each storage

apparatus via networks, wherein two storage apparatuses among the

plurality of storage apparatuses are migration source storage ap

paratuses and another storage apparatus is a migration destination

storage apparatus, and data of a plurality of migration source volumes

of each migration source storage apparatus is migrated via the networks

to a plurality of migration destination volumes of the migration des

tination storage apparatus,

wherein the computer system management method comprising:

a step executed by the host computer of, on condition that a migration

setting is set to migrate the data of each migration source volume to

each migration destination volume, switching from a plurality of

network paths connecting each migration source volume and the host

computer to a plurality of network paths connecting each migration

destination volume and the host computer, and recognizing each

migration destination volume as each migration source volume;

a step executed by a controller, which manages, at the migration des

tination storage apparatus, each migration destination volume as an

access target of the host computer, of managing each migration des

tination volume by associating it with each migration source storage

apparatus and dividing the migration destination volumes into a

plurality of resource groups based on identification information for

identifying each migration source volume;

a step executed by the controller of managing a plurality of resources

related to each migration destination volume by associating them with

each resource group; and

a step executed by the controller of managing each migration des

tination volume and each resource belonging to each resource group as

operation targets to be allocated individually to each migration source
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user who uses each migration source apparatus, and as operation targets

over which only each migration source user has operation authority.

[Claim 9] The computer system management method according to claim 8,

further comprising:

a step executed by the controller of, if the plurality of migration des

tination volumes which are migration destination volumes belonging to

any of the resource groups and are migrated from one of the two

migration source storage apparatuses exist, creating a plurality of user-

based migration destination resource groups corresponding to a

plurality of migration source users, for which each of the plurality of

migration source volumes that are migration sources of the plurality of

migration destination volumes is an operation target, as migration des

tination resource groups for managing the plurality of migration des

tination volumes; and

a step executed by the controller of managing each migration des

tination volume by associating it with each user-based migration des

tination resource group.

[Claim 10] The computer system management method according to claim 9,

further comprising:

a step executed by the controller of, when creating each user-based

migration destination resource group corresponding to each migration

source user, obtaining identification information for identifying each

migration source user as an owner from one of the migration source

storage apparatuses; and

a step executed by the controller of creating each user-based migration

destination resource group by associating it with each migration source

user based on the obtained identification information.

[Claim 11] The computer system management method according to claim 10,

further comprising:

a step executed by the controller of managing the plurality of resources

related to each migration destination volume migrated from one of the

migration source storage apparatuses by associating them with each

user-based resource group;

a step executed by the controller of managing each migration des

tination volume and each resource belonging to each user-based

resource group as operation targets to be allocated individually to each

migration source user who uses that one of the migration source storage

apparatuses, and as operation targets over which only each migration
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source user has operation authority.

[Claim 12] The computer system management method according to claim 8,

further comprising:

a step executed by the controller of, if a shared resource that is shared

by each resource group exists in the plurality of resources related to

each migration destination volume, managing the shared resource as a

resource group different from the plurality of resource groups by as

sociating the shared resource with each resource group; creating a

shared resource group for sorting the shared resource into each resource

group; managing the shared resource by using the shared resource

group; and

a step executed by the controller of managing the shared resource group

as an operation target to be allocated individually to each migration

source user.
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